Full Moon in Gemini & the Merkaba

Ritual written and presented in Sydney by Lisa and presented in Nowra by Samantha on
Friday 27th November 2015.
Every Full Moon represents an energetic peak, which shines a powerful light on whatever is
coming full-circle in our Life, highlighting culminations, realisations, manifestations in the world of
five senses. Gemini is the first emanation of the Air Triplicity, and the one where the mental impulse
is at its most vivid and unbridled: the concentration of lunar energy in this sign coincides with an
escalation of mental activity, intense intellectual and verbal exchanges, and information being

generally spread far and wide. Announcements, discussions and discoveries that make or break a
situation are all common occurrences during a Full Moon in Gemini.
During tonight's ritual we will be working with this Luna energy to aid us in connecting to higher
thought and infinite cosmic knowledge. We will do this by using concentrated focus to manifest
from thought into reality. This is done so we can understand the power the mind has with creating
what we can imagine and believe to be possible.
We will be working with the MerKaBa which is a body of light or Light Body. It is activated from a
geometric field that exists around the body in the form of a star tetrahedron. This structure is
comprised of of two interlocking tetrahedron shapes – one pointing up to the heavens, channelling
energy down from the universe to the earth plain, and one pointing downwards drawing energy up
from the earth beneath. The MerKaBa is powered by love and corresponds to the heart chakra
which is the centre of our being.

Ritual:
By the power of the dragons may this circle be blessed, cleansed and sanctified.
Air- We call upon the Elemental rulers of air to join us here tonight and to bring the winds of
intellect and inspiration. Swirling source of flight, breath and life. Hail and Welcome.
Fire- We call upon the Elemental rulers of fire to join us here tonight and to bring the flames of
creativity and power. Dancing source of heat,l light and life. Hail and Welcome.
Water- We call upon the Elemental rulers of water to join us here tonight and to bring oceans
positive feelings and love . Flowing source of change, emotion and life. Hail and welcome.
Earth- We call upon the Elemental rulers of earth to join us here tonight and to bring earthly
foundations of growth. Abundant source of stability, health and life. Hail and Welcome.
GOD- We call upon the god Thoth to join us here tonight and to bring the powers of wisdom,
insight and understanding. Teach us that gaining true knowledge is experienced through the
successive stages in the awakening of consciousness. Hail and Welcome.
GODDESS- We call upon Isis to join us here tonight and to open our minds to what is hidden and
in uncovering mysteries we become seekers of truth. May we fly through the cosmos on your
golden wings so we find the source of our divinity and magick. Hail and Welcome.
MerKaBa Meditation Drawing the MerKaBa ...................
Incantation“WE CONNECT TO THE POWER OF INFINITE POTENTIAL
TO MANIFEST WHAT WE WANT TO CREATE”
FOCUS!
CONCENTRATE!
EMPOWER!
ACTIVATE!

Meditation with Thoth & Isis Closing your eyes and use your third eye project your consciousness into the centre of the room.
You see golden light descending from a portal above you it showers around your being, getting
fuller as it surrounds you entirely. The golden light grows in luminosity as it becomes brighter and
brighter finally all you can see is intense white light.... The light transports you though space and
time......
You now find yourself floating in the great vastness of space. Around you there is nothing except
for tiny particles of light as a magickal essence permeates the atmosphere. You are now in a space
between worlds. To either side of you there are two figures approaching from the distance and
eventually you can make out two great winged beings. As they draw closer you can see that these
figures are the ancient god Thoth and goddess Isis.
They can see you have activated your lightbody and Merkaba. You are now ready for your journey
through the many dimensions of the multi verse. They both surround you with their great expansive
wings and as they do so your around you Merkaba spins faster and faster and its light gets brighter
and brighter.
Under the protection of Thoth and Isis, you are sent flying off and upwards at the speed of light into
the great unknown......
(wait 5 – 10 mins)
As you return to the place where you began your journey in the space between worlds you take a
moment to thank Thoth and Isis for being with you on your journey and say goodbye.
Golden light descends once again glowing until it becomes a bright light. You are now back in the
centre of the room. Return to your body and when you are ready open you eyes.
Share experience. (if people want to)
..................

Closing
GOD- We thank Thoth for his presence here tonight. Hail and Farewell
GODDESS- We thank Isis for her presence here tonight. Hail and Farewell.
Air- We thank the Elemental rulers of air for your presence here tonight. Swirling source of flight,
breath and life. Hail and Farewell.
Fire- We thank the Elemental rulers of fire for your presence here tonight. Dancing source of heat,
light and life. Hail and Farewell.
Water- We thank the Elemental rulers of water for your presence here tonight. Flowing source of
change, emotion and life. Hail and Farewell.
Earth- We thank the Elemental rulers of earth for your presence here tonight. Abundant source of
stability, health and life. Hail and Farewell.

Sydney Altar, showing some of the Merkaba drawings

